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Re: Corporate tie up with 7X Ventures

Shailesh Bawankar <shailesh.blitzjobs@gmail.com>
Mon 2020-05-11 18:15

To: Ishita Ghoshal <ishita.ghoshal@fergusson.edu>
Cc: Giribala Dewasthale <giribala@imdr.edu>;nilofar agnihotri <nilofaragnihotri.bmcc@despune.org>;Mrs.
Apekash Gaje <apeksha.gaje@despune.org>;Prajakta Pradhan
<prajakta.pradhan@despune.org>;rutujamardi2@gmail.com <rutujamardi2@gmail.com>;Poonam
Deshpande <poonamkd@gmail.com>;Swapnil S.V. Kamble
<swapnilsvkamble@gmail.com>;swati.satpute@fergusson.edu
<swati.satpute@fergusson.edu>;shardool.thakur@fergusson.edu <shardool.thakur@fergusson.edu>;Balu
Tharkude <tbalu8@gmail.com>;Charuta Dabir <charuta.dabir@gmail.com>;anuradha wagh
<anuwagh@yahoo.co.in>;Rasika Mallya <rasikamallya@gmail.com>;Dr. Rasika Mallya
<rasika.mallya@despune.org>;charutakulkarni@despue.org <charutakulkarni@despue.org>;Amir Mulla
<amir.mulla@fergusson.edu>;Aneesh Soman <aneesh.soman@fergusson.edu>;Manaswi Gurjar
<manaswi.gurjar@fergusson.edu>;Sheetal Ruikar <sheetal.ruikar@fergusson.edu>;Radhika Jadhav
Philosophy dept <radhika.jadhav@fergusson.edu>

Dear Madam, 
We appreciate your response to our mail. Please find the details below for the Internship program.

Company Name: BlitzJobs (under 7X Ventures) 
website - http://blitzjobs.in/
Duration: 2 months
Date of joining: 1st June 2020

Perks for the candidates

* Internship Certificate
* Letter of Recommendation
* Appreciation Certificate

Note- This internship will be considered as a pre -evaluation parameter for candidates to  hire them
permanently based on their performance. Candidates will not be paid any stipend and will work from
home during Internship. 

There is no specific academic criteria for any of the requirements. The students can choose to apply
for this internship irrespective of their current graduation or post graduation year(I year, II year and so
on). However, we would judge the candidates on the basis of their exposure and interest to the
available roles.

Available Internship Roles:

Project 1- Marketing analysis + Digital Marketing

Marketing Analysis- Candidates will be provided with the survey link which they need to forward to
customers. On the basis of that survey they will define the marketing strategies need to be adopted
for Blitzjobs. 

http://blitzjobs.in/
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Digital Marketing-  SEO AND SMES, Managing the platforms of social media pages and working on
keywords.

Project 2- HR Generalist

Hiring of the candidates for Marketing Internships
On-boarding
Time Attendance
Induction
Working on the HRMS Portal
Exit Formalities.

Project 3- Data Analytics

Work on advanced analytics areas like deep learning and complex statistical data analysis
Interaction with clients in person meetings towards making business recommendations with effective
presentations of findings, visual displays of quantitative information
Develop analysis, forecasting and optimization methods/models to provide the business solution to
the clients.
Research and develop internal capabilities to enhance the skill-sets on latest data science
developments, work towards producing innovative solutions to the existing challenges. Ultimately,
you'll build highly responsive web applications that align with our business needs

We would like you to share a list of candidates who are interested in the internship program along
with their resume and their preferred internship role by tomorrow, 12th May 2020 before 2 pm.
We will then shortlist candidates based on their resume for a telephonic interview round. Candidates
will be finalized for this internship program based on the telephonic interview.

You can always reach out to us for any queries.

Regards,

Shailesh Bawankar
Email: shailesh.blitzjobs@gmail.com
Contact No: 8208082661

On Mon, May 11, 2020 at 4:36 PM Ishita Ghoshal <ishita.ghoshal@fergusson.edu> wrote:
Dear Shailesh,

I'm writing to you in continuance to the trail email. It would be appreciated if you could kindly
address the following queries:

1. What will be the tenure of the internships?
2. What would be the process for selection?
3. What is the deadline to send the list of students?
4. Would you like us to send a list of the interested candidates or you would need CVs and other
details? 
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